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-late 60’s Many groups made measurements of the intensity of the radiation and its temperature, 
collectively showing the spectrum is that of a BB (to 10% accuracy)

-1969 Tentative detection of a dipole anisotropy by E. Conklin (8GHz differential radiometer), 
confirmed in 1971-1977 by Henry, Corey, Wilkinson, and Smoot et al.

-1989 COBE (COsmic Background Explorer) launched, in 1990 first results confirming BB 
spectrum.

-1992 COBE’s detection of non-dipole anisotropies (nobel prize 2006 for PI’s Smoot & Mather).

-2003 WMAP results on precision cosmology through CMB anisotropies.

-2013 Planck’s results

CMB discovery time-line
-1946-1949 Gamow, Alpher, Bethe, and Herman’s model of                           
nucleosynthesis predicts relic millimeter radiation, but                                               
the model has difficulties to produce elements heavier                                                 
than Li, and therefore neglected.

-1965 Arno Penzias & Robert Wilson’s serendipitous                                
discovery of a constant excess isotropic noise with an                                   
antenna at Bell Labs (Nobel 1978).

(Following E. Wright’s CMB review paper)



characteristics to their measured discrepancy. He advised them to contact R. Dicke’s group at 
Princeton. R. Dicke and J. Peebles had shown an expanding universe should be filled with this 
~3K radiation. In fact, two of their colleagues, P. Roll and D. Wilkinson, were already 
designing a radiometer to measure it.

In July of 1965 two articles were published simultaneously: Penzias and Wilson presented their 
observations, whilst Dicke et al. suggested that this radiation might come from an epoch when 
the universe was very hot and dense.

It should be noted that, at the same time (1964) but on the other side of the world, two Soviet 
astrophysicists, Doroshkevic and Novikov, independently predicted the existence of a CMB 
radiation.

In 1941 Adams (& McKellar) had measured excited J=1 CN (cyanogen) absorption lines 
towards ζ – Ophiuchus, which needed a 2.3K radiation field (CMB!).

CMB discovery time-line
Arno Penzias & Robert Wilson serendipitously discovered the 
CMB (Nobel 1978).

In spring, a couple of pigeons nested in the antenna. They got rid 
of them and carefully cleaned the instrument, but the problem 
remained. They were about to give up their investigation when an 
astrophysicist colleague, B. Burke, told them that he had heard 
predictions about a background radiation with similar



GTM

Dominant background radiation

The photons of the CMB are still the largest contributors
to the radiation energy in the Universe. 



CMB spectrum

(Following E. Wright’s CMB review paper)

An almost perfect BB was measured by the
FIRAS instrument aboard COBE when it
was compared to a very good BB calibrator.

T=2.725�0.002 K (< 0.1%)



CMB spectrum

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)
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a ≡ 4σ /c = 7.565 ×10−16  Jm-3K−4

a scale factorε ε

€ 

a ≡ 4σ /c = 7.565 ×10−16  Jm-3K−4



CMB spectrum: z evolution

B(ν,T) ~ a-3

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)



CMB spectrum: z evolution
The almost perfect BB shape of the CMB backs up the expansion of the Universe, 

and the existence of a hotter earlier universe.

u If the CMB was just a tired relic light (Tired Light Cosmology): 

ng(z=0)=ng(z=ze)~ Bn(Te
) ~(1+z

e
)
3
Bn(T0

) but FIRAS imposes that the factor in front of 

Bn(Te
) is 1 with a precission better than 10

-4
. 

Hence (1+z
e
)
3
=1±1x10

-4 Þ ze<0.000033 and opaque from that onwards. But we

have sources at z~4! So this is not a possibility.

u If the steady models were correct, there would be no evolution. Today we see 

CMB + FIR radiation from stars and galaxies. Energy added between 1 month and 

a few thousand yrs after Black-Body will produce

but there are no deviations to the Black-Body spectrum

(Following E. Wright’s CMB review paper)

(www.astro.ucla.edu/~wright/)

€ 

IBE (ν,T) =
2πν 3

c 2
1

exp(hν /kT + µ) −1
 

Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect, SNe, molecular clouds  



Photon/baryon ratio

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)



Photon/baryon ratio

ΩB /Ωγ ≈1000           nγ / nB ≈109

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)



Radiation era

(From M. Plionis’ notes or Peacock 1999)

We have that:   rMµa-3 and  rradµa-4

There must be a z at which rM = rrad
Taking into account that nucleosynthesis predicts nn=0.68 ng , then Wrad=4.2 x 10-5 h-2

€ 

1+ zeq = 23900Ωmh
2    ⇒  zeq ≈ 3100

a
Friedmann eq:



CMB origin
(From

M
. G

eorganopoulos’ lecture
lib)



CMB origin

u As the universe expands the temperature and density decrease, and the energy 
of the photons is no longer high enough to keep the atoms ionised. 

u Photons start decoupling from electrons. 

u At 10,000 K, helium is half in the form of He2+, half as He+ while hydrogen is 
completely ionised. 

u At 7000 K, helium is half neutral and half in the form of He+. Hydrogen is still 
ionised.

u At 4000 K, helium and 50% of the hydrogen are in their neutral forms.

u At a temperature of ~ 3000 K, the number of ionised atoms can be neglected 
and the photons start travelling freely through the universe. During this 
recombination epoch (even if the atoms had never previously been combined), the 
universe was ~3x105 years old and today it is observed as the Last Scattering 
Surface (LSS). 



CMB origin

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)



CMB origin

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)



CMB origin: recombination

1200      1300          1400         1500

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)

€ 

X ≡ ne /nB = ne /(nH + np )



CMB origin: decoupling

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)



CMB origin: decoupling

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)



CMB origin: decoupling

In fact … “it is well fitted by a Gaussian of mean redshift = 1065 
and standard deviation in redshift = 80” … (J.A. Peacock, 1999)

*

*

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)



CMB: Implications

u Stimulated rapid advances in theoretical and observational cosmology.

u Strengthened the Big Bang model.

u Place constraints on physical and astrophysical processes that could have 

occurred since the early Universe.

u A background with an almost perfect thermal spectrum also discarded 

cosmological models that rejected the expansion of the Universe, and alternative 

explanations for the CMB emission.

u Homogeneity and Isotropy: The “cosmological principle” is a hypothesis based 

on simplicity and a Copernican desire not to occupy a preferred position in the 

universe. THE HORIZON PROBLEM: independent points at the last scattering 

surface, separated by ~1deg, would not receive information from each other.

u Homogeneity? Then why do the distribution of galaxies, stars, planets and our 

own existence do not prove it?



Taking into account the movement
around the MW, and the movement of 
the MW in the LG, then the LG moves
towards (l,b)≈(277o, 30o).
Signature of local attractor.

CMB spectrum: dipole anisotropy

(Following E. Wright’s CMB review paper)

Dipole anisotropy in COBE data can 
be explained as a Doppler effect
between the frame of reference of the
solar system and that at rest with the
observable CMB. 

€ 

ν '= γ(1−β cosθ)ν,   with β ≡ v /c

€ 

and γ ≡1/ 1−β 2

€ 

T(θ) = T0 /γ(1−β cosθ) ≈ T0 + T0β cosθ

A fit to the image T0b=3353�24µK 
And with T0=2.725K

  

€ 

 v sun −
 v CMB = 369 ± 3 km s−1

-1s km 45 620 ±»- CMBLG vv !!



CMB spectrum: dipole anisotropy
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tested against subsampling of the data. These consist of cuts either 
by distance (6,000, 8,000 and 10,000 km s−1), or by galaxy and data 
type (see Methods), corresponding to a degradation in the quality 
of the data by volume coverage, number of data points and magni-
tude of errors (see Methods). All subsamples considered here locate 
the dipole repeller in an underdense region and recover a basin  
of repulsion that pushes the Local Group in the direction of the 
CMB dipole.

The general picture that emerges here is of a complex flow that 
cannot be explained by a simple toy model, yet the main structures 
that shape the observed flow can be identified. The Wiener filter 
recovers a flow dominated by a single attractor and a single repeller,  
which roughly equally contribute to the CMB dipole. The role 
played by the Shapley attractor is not surprising; the earlier find-
ings on influences beyond the Great Attractor6,7,9,21,22 suggested 
it. The existence of the dipole repeller was only vaguely hinted at 
before. A study of the all-sky distribution of X-ray-selected clus-
ters uncovered a significant underdensity of clusters in the north-
ern hemisphere roughly 15,000 km s−1 away9. It suggested that this 
underdensity may be as significant as the overdensity of clusters in 
the southern hemisphere in inducing the local flow. Earlier exami-
nations of galaxy peculiar velocities found a north–south anisot-
ropy in (galactic) y-component of the velocities3 and found20 that 
the sources responsible for the bulk flow are at an effective distance 
> 30,000 km s−1. Here, the source of the repulsion is identified for 
the first time. The dual dominance of the dipole repeller and the 
Shapley attractor is the main new finding of this study. The strong 
anti-alignment of the CMB dipole with the dipole repeller out to a 
distance of 16,000 ±  4,500 km s−1 suggests the possible dominance  
of the repeller over the attractor. The predicted position of the 
dipole repeller is in a region that is as yet poorly covered by existing 

Figure 1 | A face-on view of a slice 6,000!km!s−1 thick, normal to the direction of the pointing vector −r̂ = (0.604,0.720, 0.342). Three different elements 
of the flow are presented: mapping of the velocity field is shown by means of streamlines (seeded randomly in the slice); red and grey surfaces present the 
knots and filaments of the V-web, respectively; and equi-gravitational potential (ϕ) surfaces are shown in green and yellow. The potential surfaces enclose 
the dipole repeller (in yellow) and the Shapley attractor (in green) that dominate the flow. The yellow arrow originates at our position and indicates the 
direction of the CMB dipole (galactic longitude l =  276°, galactic latitude b =  30°). The distance scale is given in units of km"s−1.

Two aspects of the bulk velocity — the anti-alignment itself 
(μbulk(R) =  − 0.96 ±  0.04) and its distance scale (R =  16,000 km s−1) 
— strongly corroborate the Wiener-filter finding of the dipole  
repeller and its dominant role in dictating the observed flow.  
The direction and distance coincide with the position of the dipole 
repeller — a non-trivial occurrence. It is interesting to study the 
shear tensor. The expansion eigenvector is closely aligned with 
the direction to the Shapley attractor out to R ≈  7,000 km s−1, the 
distance of the foreground (Norma–Centaurus–Hydra) Great 
Attractor, located at the bottom of the Laniakea basin of attrac-
tion14 at supergalactic coordinates (− 4,700, 1,300, 500) km s−1. It is 
the combined mass distribution within the Laniakea and Shapley 
superclusters that dominates the tidal field, with the inverse cubic 
distance dependence of the tidal interaction tipping the balance at 
our location towards the Laniakea/Great Attractor.

Our main findings are tested against statistical and systematic 
uncertainties. There is no doubt about the existence of the Shapley 
concentration, and therefore we focus our attention mostly on the 
dipole repeller. The strong support for the existence of the dipole 
repeller comes not only from its close alignment of the bulk velocity  
but also from the small scatter around the mean Wiener-filter value, 
μbulk(R)  =  − 0.96 ±  0.04 for R ≈  16,000 km s−1 (Supplementary Fig. 2).  
Assuming that the dipole repeller is the dominant structure that 
determines the direction of the bulk flow, the scatter in μbulk(R) 
can be translated to uncertainty in the position of the repeller,  
Δ RDR ≈  4,500 km s−1 (see Methods). The basins of repulsion and 
attraction around the dipole repeller and Shapley attractor, out to 
a distance of ~8,000 km s−1, contribute fairly evenly to the velocity 
of the Local Group. At 8,000 km s−1, the repeller and the attractor  
contribute 59  ±   26 and 67  ±   27 km s−1, respectively, to the CMB 
dipole (see Methods). Next, the robustness of the dipole repeller is 

Shapley attractor

Great attractor
Local group

λ1 local minimum

Local group motion (631 km s–1)
Perseus–Pisces

ϕ = 955

ϕ = 890

ϕ = 685

ϕ = –650
ϕ = –550

ϕ = 560

ϕ = 520
ϕ = 260

Lepus

Hercules

Dipole repeller

Arch

Coma

0 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 km s–1

Hoffman et al. (Nature Astronomy 2017)

Mapping of the velocity field is shown by means of streamlines; red and grey surfaces present 
the knots and filaments of the V-web; equi-gravitational potential (φ) surfaces are shown in 
green and yellow. The yellow arrow originates at our position and indicates the direction of 
the CMB dipole (galactic longitude l = 276º, galactic latitude b = 30º).



Taking into account the movement
around the MW, and the movement of 
the MW in the LG, then the LG moves
towards (l,b)≈(277o, 30o).
Signature of local attractor.

CMB spectrum: dipole anisotropy

(Following E. Wright’s CMB review paper)

Dipole anisotropy in COBE data can 
be explained as a Doppler effect
between the frame of reference of the
solar system and that at rest with the
observable CMB. 
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ν '= γ(1−β cosθ)ν,   with β ≡ v /c
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and γ ≡1/ 1−β 2
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T(θ) = T0 /γ(1−β cosθ) ≈ T0 + T0β cosθ

A fit to the image T0b=3353�24µK 
And with T0=2.725K
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Planck: 30 GHz (10mm) to 857 GHz (350μm) image of the CMB after 
dipole subtraction. The galaxy emission is dominated by dust.

CMB: removing the galaxy



Cosmic Background
Explorer COBE

(1992):
DT/T = 10-5

CMB: observations

x 14

FWHM 
~ 7deg



Graphics from WMAP website

CMB: observations
WMAP: Wilkinson Microwave 
Anisotropy Probe

Band FWHM
K-band (23 GHz) 52.8’
Ka-band (33 GHz) 39.6’
Q-band (41 GHz) 30.6’
V-band (61 GHz) 21’
W-band (94 GHz) 13.2’



Graphics from WMAP website

CMB: observations
Planck

9 Bands with FWHMs = 33’ – 5’
Low Frequency Instrument (LFI) 30 – 70 GHz receivers
High Frequency Instrument (HFI) 100–857 GHz receivers



Graphics from WMAP website

CMB: experiments

FWHMs = 33’ – 5’FWHMs = 53’ – 13’FWHM ~ 7deg



Which are related by                                              where Pl are Legendre 
polynomials of order l.
A term Cl is a measure of angular fluctuations on the angular scale q ~180o/l. 
If the sky had equal power on all scales Cl should be a constant.

CMB spectrum: statistical properties
T(l,b) can be fully specified by either the angular correlation function C(q) or its 
Legendre transformation, the angular power spectrum Cl.

€ 

C(θ) =
1
4π

(2l +1)
l
∑ ClPl (cosθ)



Graphics from WMAP website

CMB spectrum:
statistical properties

Spherical harmonics
decomposition

(small angle approx.)

l = 1 l = 2 l = 3

l = 4 l = 5 l = 6



Graphics from WMAP website

CMB spectrum: power spectrum

(Hu & Dodelson 2002)

First peak had already been constrained by an 
array of 1992-2000 missions, and sampled in its 
full amplitude by  Boomerang (1998) & Maxima 
(2000)

l

(Cl  l(l+1))1/2 ~



Graphics from WMAP website

CMB spectrum: power spectrum

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)



Graphics from WMAP website

CMB spectrum: power spectrum

(Planck Collaboration, 2015)

Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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Fig. 1. Planck 2015 temperature power spectrum. At multipoles ` � 30 we show the maximum likelihood frequency-averaged
temperature spectrum computed from the Plik cross-half-mission likelihood, with foreground and other nuisance parameters de-
termined from the MCMC analysis of the base ⇤CDM cosmology. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we plot the power spectrum
estimates from the Commander component-separation algorithm, computed over 94 % of the sky. The best-fit base ⇤CDM theoreti-
cal spectrum fitted to the Planck TT+lowP likelihood is plotted in the upper panel. Residuals with respect to this model are shown
in the lower panel. The error bars show ±1� uncertainties.

The large upward shift in Ase�2⌧ reflects the change in the abso-
lute calibration of the HFI. As noted in Sect. 2.3, the 2013 analy-
sis did not propagate an error on the Planck absolute calibration
through to cosmological parameters. Coincidentally, the changes
to the absolute calibration compensate for the downward change
in ⌧ and variations in the other cosmological parameters to keep
the parameter �8 largely unchanged from the 2013 value. This
will be important when we come to discuss possible tensions
between the amplitude of the matter fluctuations at low redshift
estimated from various astrophysical data sets and the Planck
CMB values for the base ⇤CDM cosmology (see Sect. 5.6).

(4) Likelihoods. Constructing a high-multipole likelihood for
Planck, particularly with T E and EE spectra, is complicated
and di�cult to check at the sub-� level against numerical
simulations because the simulations cannot model the fore-
grounds, noise properties, and low-level data processing of
the real Planck data to su�ciently high accuracy. Within the
Planck collaboration, we have tested the sensitivity of the re-
sults to the likelihood methodology by developing several in-
dependent analysis pipelines. Some of these are described in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016). The most highly developed of

them are the CamSpec and revised Plik pipelines. For the 2015
Planck papers, the Plik pipeline was chosen as the baseline.
Column 6 of Table 1 lists the cosmological parameters for base
⇤CDM determined from the Plik cross-half-mission likeli-
hood, together with the lowP likelihood, applied to the 2015
full-mission data. The sky coverage used in this likelihood is
identical to that used for the CamSpec 2015F(CHM) likelihood.
However, the two likelihoods di↵er in the modelling of instru-
mental noise, Galactic dust, treatment of relative calibrations,
and multipole limits applied to each spectrum.

As summarized in column 8 of Table 1, the Plik and
CamSpec parameters agree to within 0.2�, except for ns, which
di↵ers by nearly 0.5�. The di↵erence in ns is perhaps not sur-
prising, since this parameter is sensitive to small di↵erences in
the foreground modelling. Di↵erences in ns between Plik and
CamSpec are systematic and persist throughout the grid of ex-
tended ⇤CDM models discussed in Sect. 6. We emphasize that
the CamSpec and Plik likelihoods have been written indepen-
dently, though they are based on the same theoretical framework.
None of the conclusions in this paper (including those based on
the full “TT,TE,EE” likelihoods) would di↵er in any substantive
way had we chosen to use the CamSpec likelihood in place of
Plik. The overall shifts of parameters between the Plik 2015

8
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CMB spectrum: sources of fluctuations



Graphics from WMAP website

CMB spectrum: primary fluctuations

(From Hu’s webpage)

Gravitational potential

Doppler effect

Density fluctuations =
Temperature anisotropies

Jeans Analysis
Relativistic Multifluid
Dark Matter
Neutrinos 
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CMB spectrum: Horizon at LSS

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)



Graphics from WMAP website

CMB spectrum: gravitational effects

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)

b
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CMB spectrum: power spectrum q>qH

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)



Graphics from WMAP website

CMB spectrum: power spectrum q<qH

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)



CMB spectrum: power spectrum q<qH

Visit Wayne Hu’s page!

Fundamental mode of sound waves is 
related to the size: in the microwave 
background context, the horizon.

Inflation's signatures are that the 
overtones follow a pure harmonic 
series with frequency ratios of 1:2:3..

• Potential fluctuations on all scales
• Each mode oscillates independently
• Modes that are half as 

long oscillate twice as fast



Graphics from WMAP website

CMB spectrum: 1st peak of power spectrum

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)



Graphics from WMAP website

CMB spectrum: 1st peak of power spectrum

(From M. Georganopoulos’ lecture lib)



Graphics from WMAP website

CMB spectrum: cosmic dependences

(Hu & Dodelson 2002)

Varied around a fidutial model Wtot=1, WL=0.65, WB=0.02h2, Wm=0.147h2, n=1



↓Ωmh2

↑Ωbh2← ← Ωm+ΩΛ

←Age of Universe

↑ns↓zre

CMB spectrum: cosmic dependences



WMAP spectrum: precission cosmology

(Spergel et al. 2007)

0:2 h Mpc!1 < k < 5 h Mpc!1 and as such extend the lever
arm provided by combining large-scale structure data and CMB.
These observations also probe a higher redshift range (z " 2Y3).
Thus, these observations nicely complement CMBmeasurements
and large-scale structure observations. While there has been sig-
nificant progress in understanding systematics in the past few
years (McDonald et al. 2005; Meiksin & White 2004), time con-
straints limit our ability to consider all relevant data sets.

Recent fits to the Ly! forest imply a higher amplitude of den-
sity fluctuations: Jena et al. (2005) find that "8 ¼ 0:9, !m ¼
0:27, h ¼ 0:71 provides a good fit to the Ly! data. Seljak et al.
(2005a) combines first-yearWMAP data, other CMB experiments,
large-scale structure, and Ly! to find ns ¼ 0:98$ 0:02, "8 ¼
0:90$ 0:03, h ¼ 0:71$ 0:021, and!m ¼ 0:281þ0:023

!0:021. Note that
if they assume # ¼ 0:09, the best-fit value drops to "8 ¼ 0:84.
While these models have somewhat higher amplitudes than the
new best-fit WMAP values, a recent analysis by Desjacques &
Nusser (2005) find that theLy! data are consistentwith"8 between
0.7 and 0.9. This suggests that the Ly! data are consistent with the
newWMAP best-fit values; however, further analysis is needed.

4.1.6. Galaxy Motions and Properties

Observations of galaxy peculiar velocities probe the growth
rate of structure and are sensitive to the matter density and the
amplitude of mass fluctuations. The Feldman et al. (2003) anal-
ysis of peculiar velocities of nearby ellipticals and spirals finds
!m ¼ 0:30þ0:17

!0:07 and "8 ¼ 1:13þ0:22
!0:23, within 1 " of the WMAP

best-fit value for !m and 1.5 " higher than the WMAP value for
"8. These estimates are based on dynamics and are not sensitive
to the shape of the power spectrum. Mohayaee & Tully (2005)
apply orbit retracingmethods to motions in the local supercluster
and obtain!m ¼ 0:22$ 0:02, consistent with theWMAP values.

Modeled galaxy properties can be compared to the clustering
properties of galaxies on smaller scales. The best-fit parameters
for WMAP only are consistent with the recent Abazajian et al.
(2005) analysis of the preY3 year release CMB data combined
with the SDSS data. In their analysis, they fit a Halo Occupation
Distribution model to the galaxy distribution so as to use the gal-
axy clustering data at smaller scales. Their best-fit parameters
(H0 ¼ 70$2:6 km s!1 Mpc!1; !m ¼ 0:271$ 0:026) are con-
sistent with the results found here. Vale & Ostriker (2006) fit the
observed galaxy luminosity functions with "8 ¼ 0:8 and !m ¼
0:25. Van den Bosch et al. (2003) use the conditional luminosity
function to fit the 2dFGRS luminosity function and the corre-
lation length as a function of luminosity. Combining with the
first-yearWMAP data, they find!m ¼ 0:25þ0:10

!0:07 and "8 ¼ 0:78$
0:12 (95%CL), again in remarkable agreement with the three year
WMAP best-fit values.

4.1.7. Weak Lensing

Over the past few years, there has been dramatic progress in
using weak lensing data as a probe of mass fluctuations in the
nearby universe. Lensing surveys complement CMB measure-
ments (Contaldi et al. 2003; Tereno et al. 2005), and their domi-
nant systematic uncertainties differ from the large-scale structure
surveys.

Measurements of weak gravitational lensing, the distortion of
galaxy images by the distribution of mass along the line of sight,
directly probe the distribution of mass fluctuations along the line
of sight (see Refregier 2003 for a recent review). Figure 7 shows
that the WMAP "CDM model predictions for "8 and !m are
lower than the amplitude found in most recent lensing surveys:
Hoekstra et al. (2002) calculate "8 ¼ 0:94þ0:10

!0:14(!m/0:25)!0:52

(95% confidence) from the RCS survey, and Van Waerbeke

et al. (2005) determine "8 ¼ 0:91$ 0:08(!m/0:25)
!0:49 from

the VIRMOS-DESCART survey; however, Jarvis et al. (2003)
find "8 ¼ 0:79þ0:13

!0:16(!m/0:25)!0:57 (95% confidence level) from
the 75 Degree CTIO survey.

In x 4.2, we use the data set provided by the first weak gravita-
tional lensing analysis of the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope
Legacy Survey (CFHTLS)19 as conducted by Hoekstra et al.
(2006, hereafter Ho06) and Semboloni et al. (2006). Following
Ho06, we use only the wide fieldsW1 andW3, hence a total area
of 22 deg2 observed in the i 0 band limited to a magnitude of
i0 ¼ 24:5.We follow the samemethodology as Ho06 and Tereno
et al. (2005). For each givenmodel and set of parameters, we com-
pute the predicted shear variance at various smoothing scales, h$ 2i
and then evaluate its likelihood (see Ho06, eq. [13]).

Since the lensing data are in a noise-dominated regime, we ne-
glect the cosmological dependence of the covariance matrix. To
account conservatively for a possible residual systematic contam-
ination, we use h$ 2

B i as a monitor and add it in quadrature to the
diagonal of the noise covariance matrix, as in Ho06. We further-
more marginalize over the mean source redshift, zs (defined in
eq. [16] of Ho06) assuming a uniform prior between 0.613 and
0.721. This marginalization is performed by including these extra

Fig. 7.—Prediction for the mass fluctuations measured by the CFTHLS
weak-lensing survey from the "CDMmodel fit to theWMAP data only. The blue,
red, and green contours show the joint 2D marginalized 68% and 95% confidence
limits in the ("8,!m) plane forWMAP only, CFHTLS only andWMAP +CFHTLS,
respectively, for the power-law "CDM models. All constraints come from as-
suming the same priors on input parameters, with the additional marginalization
over zs in the weak lensing analysis, using a top-hat prior of 0:613 < zs < 0:721.
While lensing data favors higher values of"8 ’ 0:8Y1:0 (see x 4.1.7), X-ray cluster
studies favor lower values of "8 ’ 0:7Y0:8 (see x 4.1.9).

19 See http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu /Science/CFHTLS.
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ACS Treasury program usingHST, and the second sample is 115
supernova in the range 0:015 < z < 1 from theSupernova Legacy
Survey (SNLS; Astier et al. 2005).

Measurements of the apparent magnitude, m, and inferred
absolute magnitude,M0, of each SN have been used to derive the
distance modulus !obs ¼ m"M0, from which a luminosity dis-
tance is inferred, !obs ¼ 5 log ½dL(z)/Mpc$ þ 25. The luminosity
distance predicted from theory, !th, is compared to observations
using a "2 analysis summing over the SN sample:

"2 ¼
X

i

!obs; i(zi)" !th(zi;M0)
! "2

#2
obs; i

; ð8Þ

where the absolute magnitude, M0, is a ‘‘nuisance parameter,’’
analytically marginalized over in the likelihood analysis (Lewis
& Bridle 2002), and #obs contains systematic errors related to
the light curve stretch factor, K-correction, extinction, and the
intrinsic redshift dispersion due to SNe peculiar velocities (as-
sumed 400 and 300 km s"1 forHST/GOODS and SNLS data sets,
respectively).

4.2. Joint Constraints on !CDM Model Parameters

In the previous section we showed that the power-law LCDM
model fit toWMAP data only is consistent with other astronom-
ical data.Motivated by this stringent series of cosmological tests,
we combine theWMAP datawith other astronomical observations
to further constrain cosmological parameters.

Tables 5 and 6 show that adding external data sets has little ef-
fect on several parameters:"bh

2, ns, and $ . However, the various
combinations do reduce the uncertainties on"m and the amplitude
of fluctuations. The data sets used in Table 5 favor smaller values
of the matter density, higher Hubble constant values, and lower
values of #8. The data sets used in Table 6 favor higher values of

"m, lower Hubble constants, and higher values of #8. The lens-
ing data are most discrepant and it most strongly pulls the com-
bined results toward higher amplitudes and higher"m (see Figs. 7
and 9). The overall effect of combining the data sets is shown in
Figure 10.

The best fits shown in Table 6 differ by about 1 # from the best
fits shown in Table 5 in their predictions for the total matter den-
sity, "mh

2 (See Tables 5 and 6 and Fig. 9). More accurate mea-
surements of the third peak will help resolve these discrepancies.

The differences between the two sets of data may be due to sta-
tistical fluctuations. For example, the SDSS main galaxy sample
power spectrum differs from the power spectrum measured from
the 2dfGRS: this leads to a lower value for the Hubble constant
for the WMAP + SDSS data combination, h ¼ 0:710( 0:026,
than for WMAP + 2dFGRS, h ¼ 0:733þ0:020

"0:021. Note that while
the SDSS LRG data parameters values are close to those from
the main SDSS catalog, they are independent determinations
with mostly different systematics.

Lensing measurements are sensitive to the amplitude of the
local potential fluctuations, which scale roughly as #8"

0:6
m , so that

lensing parameter constraints are nearly orthogonal to the CMB
degeneracies (Tereno et al. 2005). The CFHTLS lensing data
best-fit value for #8"

0:6
m is 1Y2 # higher than the best-fit three year

WMAP value. As a result, the combination of CFHT and WMAP
data favors a higher value of #8 and "m and a lower value of H0

thanWMAP data alone. Appendix A shows that the amplitude of
this discrepancy is somewhat sensitive to our choice of priors.
Because of the small error bars in the CFHT data set and the rela-
tively small overlap region in parameter space, the CFHT data set
has a strong influence on cosmological parameters. Because of the
small errors in the CFHT data and the relatively small overlap re-
gion in parameter space, the CFHTdata have a strong influence on
cosmological parameters. This effect is exacerbated when addi-
tional cosmological data sets are included in the analysis. Because

TABLE 6

!CDM Model

Parameter WMAP + SDSS WMAP + LRG WMAP + SNLS WMAP + SNGold WMAP + CFHTLS

100"bh
2 ........................... 2:230þ0:071

"0:070 2:242þ0:069
"0:070 2:234þ0:075

"0:074 2:230þ0:069
"0:072 2.255 ( 0.067

"mh
2 ................................ 0:1327þ0:0063

"0:0064 0.1336 ( 0.0049 0.1293 ( 0.0059 0:1349þ0:0061
"0:0060 0.1409 ( 0.0038

h........................................ 0.710 ( 0.026 0:709þ0:019
"0:018 0.724 ( 0.023 0.701 ( 0.021 0.687 ( 0.018

$ ....................................... 0:080þ0:029
"0:030 0.082 ( 0.029 0.085 ( 0.030 0:079þ0:030

"0:029 0:088þ0:028
"0:027

ns ...................................... 0:948þ0:016
"0:015 0.951 ( 0.016 0:950þ0:016

"0:017 0.946 ( 0.016 0.953 ( 0.016

#8...................................... 0:772þ0:040
"0:041 0.780 ( 0.036 0.758 ( 0.041 0:784þ0:042

"0:041 0:827þ0:026
"0:025

"m .................................... 0.265 ( 0.030 0:266þ0:020
"0:021 0:248þ0:024

"0:025 0.276 ( 0.026 0.300 ( 0.021

Fig. 8.—Using the WMAP !CDM parameters, we predict luminosity distance-redshift relationship and compare it to measurements from supernova surveys. The
plots show the deviations of the distance measure (DM) from the empty universe model. The solid lines represent the best WMAP !CDM parameters, and the blue
band shows the 68% confidence range. (Left) SNLS data (Astier et al. 2005). (Right) ‘‘Gold’’ supernova data (Riess et al. 2004).
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consistent with both flat models and models with!" ¼ 0. If we
allow for a large SZ signal, then the WMAP data alone favor a
model with !K ¼ "0:04; however, this model is not consistent
with other astronomical data.

The combination of WMAP data and other astronomical data
places strong constraints on the geometry of the universe (see
Table 12):

1. The angular scale of the baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO)
peak in the SDSS LRG sample (Eisenstein et al. 2005) measures
the distance to z ¼ 0:35. The combination of the BAO and CMB
observations strongly constrain the geometry of the universe.
The position of the peak in the galaxy spectrum in the SDSS and
2dFGRS surveys provide local measurements of the angular di-
ameter distance.

2. Figure 21 shows that the Hubble constant varies along this
line, so that the HST Key Project constraint on the Hubble con-
stant leads to a strong bound on the curvature.

3. SNe observations measure the luminosity distance to z # 1.
The combination of SNe data and CMB data also favors a nearly
flat universe.

The strong limits quoted in Table 12 rely on our assumption
that the dark energy has the equation of state, w ¼ "1. In x 7.1,
we discussed relaxing this assumption and assuming that w is a
constant. Figure 15 shows that by using the combination of CMB,
large-scale structure, and supernova data, we can simultaneously
constrain both !k and w. This figure confirms that our minimal
model, !k ¼ 0, and w ¼ "1 is consistent with the current data.

8. ARE CMB FLUCTUATIONS GAUSSIAN?

The detection of primordial non-Gaussian fluctuations in the
CMBwould have a profound impact on our understanding of the
physics of the early universe. While the simplest inflationary
models predict only mild non-Gaussianities that should be un-
detectable in theWMAP data, there are a wide range of plausible
mechanisms for generating significant and detectable non-Gaussian
fluctuations (see Bartolo et al. 2004a for a recent review). There
are a number of plausible extensions of the standard inflationary
model (Lyth et al. 2003; Dvali et al. 2004; Bartolo et al. 2004b)
or alternative early universe models (Arkani-Hamed et al. 2004;
Alishahiha et al. 2004) that predict skewed primordial fluctuations
at a level detectable by WMAP.

There are other cosmological mechanisms for generating non-
Gaussianity. The smallness of the CMB quadrupole seen by both
WMAP and COBE has stimulated interest in the possibility that
the universe may be finite (Luminet et al. 2003; Aurich et al.
2005). If the universe were finite and had a size comparable to
horizon size today, then the CMB fluctuations would be non-
Gaussian (Cornish et al. 1996; Levin et al. 1997; Bond et al. 2000;
Inoue et al. 2000).While analysis of the first-year data did not find
any evidence for a finite universe (Phillips &Kogut 2006; Cornish

et al. 2004), these searches were nonexhaustive so the data rule
out most but not all small universes.
Using an analysis of Minkowski functionals, Komatsu et al.

(2003) did not find evidence for statistically isotropic but non-
Gaussian fluctuations in the first-year sky maps. The Colley &
Gott (2003) reanalysis of the maps confirmed the conclusion that
there was no evidence of non-Gaussianity. Eriksen et al. (2004b)
measured the Minkowski functionals and the length of the skel-
eton for the first-year maps on 11 different smoothing scales.
While they found no evidence for deviations from non-Gaussianity
using theMinkowski area, Minkowski length, and the length of the
skeleton, they did find an intriguingly high!2 for the genus statistic.
For a broad class of theories, we can parameterize the effects

of nonlinear physics by a simple coupling term that couples a
Gaussian random field,  , to the Bardeen curvature potential,#:

#(x) ¼  (x)þ fNL 
2(x): ð16Þ

Simple inflationary models based on a single slowly rolling sca-
lar field with the canonical kinetic Lagrangian predict j fNLj<1
(Maldacena 2003; Bartolo et al. 2004a); however, curvaton infla-
tion (Lyth et al. 2003), ghost inflation (Arkani-Hamed et al. 2004),
and Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) inflation models (Alishahiha et al.
2004) can generate much larger non-Gaussianity, j fNLj# 100.
Using the WMAP first-year data, Komatsu et al. (2003) con-
strained "54< fNL< 134 at the 95% confidence level. Several
different groups (Gaztañaga &Wagg 2003; Mukherjee &Wang
2003; Cabella et al. 2004; Phillips & Kogut 2006; Creminelli
et al. 2006) have applied alternative techniques to measure fNL
from the maps and have similar limits on fNL. Babich et al. (2004)
note that these limits are sensitive to the physics that generated the
non-Gaussianity as different mechanisms predict different forms
for the bispectrum.
Since the release of theWMAP data, several groups have claimed

detections of significant non-Gaussianities (Tegmark et al. 2003;

Fig. 21.—Range of nonflat cosmological models consistent with theWMAP
data only. The models in the figure are all power-law CDMmodels with dark en-
ergy and dark matter, but without the constraint that !m þ !" ¼ 1 (model M10
in Table 3). The different colors correspond to values of the Hubble constant as
indicated in the figure.Whilemodelswith!" ¼ 0 are not disfavored by theWMAP
data only ($!2

eA ¼ 0; model M4 in Table 3), the combination ofWMAP data plus
measurements of the Hubble constant strongly constrain the geometry and com-
position of the universe within the framework of these models. The dashed line
shows an approximation to the degeneracy track: !K ¼ "0:3040þ 0:4067!".
Note that for these open universe models, we assume a flat prior on !".

TABLE 12

Joint Data Set Constraints on Geometry and Vacuum Energy

Data Set !K !"

WMAP + h = 0.72 ' 0.08 ....... "0.014 ' 0.017 0.716 ' 0.055

WMAP + SDSS......................... "0:0053þ0:0068
"0:0060 0.707 ' 0.041

WMAP + 2dFGRS .................... "0:0093þ0:0098
"0:0092 0:745þ0:025

"0:024

WMAP + SDSS LRG ............... "0.012 ' 0.010 0.728 ' 0.021

WMAP + SNLS ........................ "0.011 ' 0.012 0.738 ' 0.030

WMAP + SNGold ..................... "0.023 ' 0.014 0.700 ' 0.031
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parameters in theMonte CarloMarkovChain. Our analysis differs,
however, from the likelihood analysis of Ho06 in the choice of the
transfer function. We use the Novosyadlyj et al. (1999, hereafter
NDL) CDM transfer function (with the assumptions of Tegmark
et al. 2001) rather than the Bardeen et al. (1986) CDM transfer
function. The NDL transfer function includes more accurately
baryon oscillations and neutrino effects. This modification alters
the shape of the likelihood surface in the two-dimensional (!8;!m)
likelihood space.

4.1.8. Strong Lensing

Strong lensing provides another potentially powerful probe of
cosmology. The number of multiply lensed arcs and quasars is
very sensitive to the underlying cosmology. The cross section for
lensing depends on the number of systems with surface densities
above the critical density, which in turn is sensitive to the angular
diameter distance relation (Turner 1990). The CLASS lensing
survey (Chae et al. 2002) finds that the number of lenses detected
in the radio survey is consistent with a flat universe with a cos-
mological constant and !m ¼ 0:31þ0:27

#0:14. The statistics of strong
lenses in the SDSS is also consistent with the standard "CDM
cosmology (Oguri 2004). The number and the properties of lensed
arcs are also quite sensitive to cosmological parameters (but also
to the details of the data analysis). Wambsganss et al. (2004) con-
clude that arc statistics are consistent with the concordance
"CDM model.

Soucail et al. (2004) has used multiple lenses in Abell 2218 to
provide another geometrical test of cosmological parameters.
They find that 0 < !m < 0:33 andw < #0:85 for a flat universe
with dark energy. This method is another independent test of the
standard cosmology.

4.1.9. Clusters and the Growth of Structure

The numbers and properties of rich clusters are another tool
for testing the emerging standard model. Since clusters are rare,
the number of clusters as a function of redshift is a sensitive
probe of cosmological parameters. Recent analyses of both op-
tical and X-ray cluster samples yield cosmological parameters
consistent with the best-fitWMAP "CDMmodel (Borgani et al.
2001; Bahcall & Bode 2003; Allen et al. 2003; Vikhlinin et al.
2003; Henry 2004). The parameters are, however, sensitive to
uncertainties in the conversion between observed properties and
cluster mass (Pierpaoli et al. 2003; Rasia et al. 2005).

Clusters can also be used to infer cosmological parameters
through measurements of the baryon/dark matter ratio as a func-
tion of redshift (Pen 1997; Ettori et al. 2003; Allen et al. 2004).
Under the assumption that the baryon/darkmatter ratio is constant
with redshift, the universe is flat, and standard baryon densities,
Allen et al. (2004) find !m ¼ 0:24$ 0:04 and w ¼ #1:20þ0:24

#0:28:
Voevodkin & Vikhlinin (2004) determine !8 ¼ 0:72$ 0:04 and

!mh
2 ¼ 0:13$ 0:07 frommeasurements of the baryon fraction.

These parameters are consistent with the values found here and
in x 7.1.

4.1.10. Integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW ) Effect

The "CDM model predicts a statistical correlation between
CMB temperature fluctuations and the large-scale distribution of
matter (Crittenden & Turok 1996). Several groups have detected
correlations between the WMAP measurements and various tra-
cers of large-scale structure at levels consistent with the concor-
dance "CDM model (Boughn & Crittenden 2004, 2005; Nolta
et al. 2004; Afshordi et al. 2004; Scranton et al. 2003; Fosalba &
Gaztañaga 2004; Padmanabhan et al. 2005; Corasaniti et al. 2005;
Vielva et al. 2006). These detections provide an important inde-
pendent test of the effects of dark energy on the growth of structure.
However, the first-year WMAP data are already signal-dominated
on the scales probed by the ISWeffect, thus, improved large-scale
structure surveys are needed to improve the statistical significance
of this detection (Afshordi 2004; Bean & Dore 2004; Pogosian
et al. 2005).

4.1.11. Supernova

With the realization that their light curve shapes could be used
to make SN Ia into standard candles, supernovae have become
an important cosmological probe (Phillips 1993; Hamuy et al.
1996; Riess et al. 1996). They can be used to measure the lumi-
nosity distance as a function of redshift. The dimness of z % 0:5
supernova provide direct evidence for the accelerating universe
(Riess et al. 1998; Schmidt et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999;
Tonry et al. 2003; Knop et al. 2003; Nobili et al. 2005; Clocchiatti
et al. 2006; Krisciunas et al. 2005; Astier et al. 2005). RecentHST
measurements (Riess et al. 2004) trace the luminosity distance/
redshift relation out to higher redshift and provide additional evi-
dence for presence of dark energy. Assuming a flat universe, the
Riess et al. (2004) analysis of the supernova data alone finds that
!m ¼ 0:29þ0:05

#0:03, consistent with the fits toWMAP data alone (see
Table 2) and to various combinations of CMB and LSS data
sets (see Tables 5 and 6). Astier et al. (2005) find that !m ¼
0:263þ0:042

#0:042(stat:)
þ0:032
#0:032(sys:) from the first-year supernova leg-

acy survey.
Within the "CDM model, the supernovae data serve as a test

of our cosmological model. Figure 8 shows the consistency be-
tween the supernova and CMB data. Using just the WMAP data
and the "CDM model, we can predict the distance/luminosity
relationship and test it with the supernova data.
In x 4.2 and subsequent sections, we consider two recently pub-

lished high-z supernovae data sets in combinationwith theWMAP
CMB data: the first sample is 157 supernova in the ‘‘Gold Sam-
ple’’ as described in Riess et al. (2004) with 0:015 < z < 1:6
based on a combination of ground-based data and the GOODS

TABLE 5

"CDM Model: Joint Likelihoods

Parameter WMAP Only WMAP + CBI + VSA WMAP + ACBAR + BOOMERANG WMAP + 2dFGRS

100!bh
2 ........................ 2:230þ0:075

#0:073 2.208 $ 0.071 2.232 $ 0.074 2:223þ0:069
#0:068

!mh
2 .............................. 0:1265þ0:0081

#0:0080 0:1233þ0:0075
#0:0074 0.1260 $ 0.0081 0.1261 $ 0.0050

h..................................... 0.735 $ 0.032 0.742 $ 0.031 0:739þ0:033
#0:032 0:733þ0:020

#0:021

" .................................... 0:088þ0:029
#0:030 0.087 $ 0.029 0:088þ0:031

#0:032 0.083 $ 0.028

ns ................................... 0.951 $ 0.016 0.947 $ 0.015 0.951 $ 0.016 0.948 $ 0.015

!8................................... 0.742 $ 0.051 0:721þ0:047
#0:046 0:739þ0:050

#0:051 0.737 $ 0.036

!m ................................. 0.237 $ 0.034 0.226 $ 0.031 0:233þ0:033
#0:034 0.236 $ 0.020

Note.—These values are calculated using the Nside ¼ 8 likelihood code with APS ¼ 0:017.
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Fig. 33. ⇤CDM parameters posterior distribution for PlikTT+tauprior. The lower left triangle of the matrix displays how the constraints are
modified when the information from one of the frequency channels is dropped. The upper right triangle displays how the constraints are modified
when the information from multipoles ` greater or less than 1000 is dropped. All the results shown in this figure were obtained using the CAMB code.

or frequencies). Because the data sets used to make inferences
about a model are changed, one would naturally expect the in-
ferences themselves to change, simply because of the e↵ects of
noise and cosmic variance. The inferences could also be influ-
enced by inadequacies in the model, deficiencies in the likeli-
hood estimate, and systematic e↵ects in the data. Indeed, one
may compare posterior distributions from di↵erent data subsets
with each other and with those from the full data set, in order to
assess the overall plausibility of the analysis.

To this end it is useful to have some idea about the typical
variation in posteriors that one would expect to see even in the

ideal case of an appropriate model being used to fit data sets with
correct likelihoods and no systematic errors. It can be shown
(Gratton & Challinor, in prep.) that if Y is a subset of a data
set X, and PX and PY are vectors of the maximum-likelihood
parameter values for the two data sets, then the sampling dis-
tribution of the di↵erences of the parameter values is given by

(
PY � PX) (

PY � PX)T = cov(PY ) � cov(PX), (53)

i.e., the covariance of the di↵erences is simply the di↵erence of
their covariances. Here the covariances are approximated by the
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CMB Polarization: precission cosmology

(Planck Collaboration 2015)

Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters

Table 3. Parameters of the base⇤CDM cosmology computed from the 2015 baseline Planck likelihoods, illustrating the consistency
of parameters determined from the temperature and polarization spectra at high multipoles. Column [1] uses the TT spectra at low
and high multipoles and is the same as column [6] of Table 1. Columns [2] and [3] use only the T E and EE spectra at high
multipoles, and only polarization at low multipoles. Column [4] uses the full likelihood. The last column lists the deviations of the
cosmological parameters determined from the Planck TT+lowP and Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP likelihoods.

Parameter [1] Planck TT+lowP [2] Planck TE+lowP [3] Planck EE+lowP [4] Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP ([1] � [4])/�[1]

⌦bh2 . . . . . . . . . . 0.02222 ± 0.00023 0.02228 ± 0.00025 0.0240 ± 0.0013 0.02225 ± 0.00016 �0.1
⌦ch2 . . . . . . . . . . 0.1197 ± 0.0022 0.1187 ± 0.0021 0.1150+0.0048

�0.0055 0.1198 ± 0.0015 0.0
100✓MC . . . . . . . . 1.04085 ± 0.00047 1.04094 ± 0.00051 1.03988 ± 0.00094 1.04077 ± 0.00032 0.2
⌧ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.078 ± 0.019 0.053 ± 0.019 0.059+0.022

�0.019 0.079 ± 0.017 �0.1
ln(1010As) . . . . . . 3.089 ± 0.036 3.031 ± 0.041 3.066+0.046

�0.041 3.094 ± 0.034 �0.1
ns . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.9655 ± 0.0062 0.965 ± 0.012 0.973 ± 0.016 0.9645 ± 0.0049 0.2
H0 . . . . . . . . . . . 67.31 ± 0.96 67.73 ± 0.92 70.2 ± 3.0 67.27 ± 0.66 0.0
⌦m . . . . . . . . . . . 0.315 ± 0.013 0.300 ± 0.012 0.286+0.027

�0.038 0.3156 ± 0.0091 0.0
�8 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.829 ± 0.014 0.802 ± 0.018 0.796 ± 0.024 0.831 ± 0.013 0.0
109Ase�2⌧ . . . . . . 1.880 ± 0.014 1.865 ± 0.019 1.907 ± 0.027 1.882 ± 0.012 �0.1

likelihood. The residuals in both T E and EE are similar to those
from Plik. The main di↵erence can be seen at low multipoles
in the EE spectrum, where CamSpec shows a higher dispersion,
consistent with the error model, though there are several high
points at ` ⇡ 200 corresponding to the minimum in the EE spec-
trum, which may be caused by small errors in the subtraction
of polarized Galactic emission using 353 GHz as a foreground
template (and there are also di↵erences in the covariance matri-
ces at high multipoles caused by di↵erences in the methods used
in CamSpec and Plik to estimate noise). Generally, cosmolog-
ical parameters determined from the CamSpec likelihood have
smaller formal errors than those from Plik because there are no
nuisance parameters describing polarized Galactic foregrounds
in CamSpec.

3.3.3. Consistency of cosmological parameters from the TT ,
T E, and EE spectra

The consistency between parameters of the base ⇤CDM model
determined from the Plik temperature and polarization spec-
tra are summarized in Table 3 and in Fig. 6. As pointed out by
Zaldarriaga et al. (1997) and Galli et al. (2014), precision mea-
surements of the CMB polarization spectra have the potential to
constrain cosmological parameters to higher accuracy than mea-
surements of the TT spectra because the acoustic peaks are nar-
rower in polarization and unresolved foreground contributions at
high multipoles are much lower in polarization than in temper-
ature. The entries in Table 3 show that cosmological parameters
that do not depend strongly on ⌧ are consistent between the TT
and T E spectra, to within typically 0.5� or better. Furthermore,
the cosmological parameters derived from the T E spectra have
comparable errors to the TT parameters. None of the conclu-
sions in this paper would change in any significant way were we
to use the T E parameters in place of the TT parameters. The
consistency of the cosmological parameters for base ⇤CDM be-
tween temperature and polarization therefore gives added confi-
dence that Planck parameters are insensitive to the specific de-
tails of the foreground model that we have used to correct the
TT spectra. The EE parameters are also typically within about
1� of the TT parameters, though because the EE spectra from
Planck are noisier than the TT spectra, the errors on the EE pa-
rameters are significantly larger than those from TT . However,
both the T E and EE likelihoods give lower values of ⌧, As and
�8, by over 1� compared to the TT solutions. Noticee that the

T E and EE entries in Table 3 do not use any information from
the temperature in the low-multipole likelihood. The tendency
for higher values of �8, As, and ⌧ in the Planck TT+lowP solu-
tion is driven, in part, by the temperature power spectrum at low
multipoles.

Columns [4] and [5] of Table 3 compare the parameters
of the Planck TT likelihood with the full Planck TT,T E, EE
likelihood. These are in agreement, shifting by less than 0.2�.
Although we have emphasized the presence of systematic ef-
fects in the Planck polarization spectra, which are not accounted
for in the errors quoted in column [4] of Table 3, the consis-
tency of the Planck TT and Planck TT,T E, EE parameters pro-
vides strong evidence that residual systematics in the polariza-
tion spectra have little impact on the scientific conclusions in this
paper. The consistency of the base ⇤CDM parameters from tem-
perature and polarization is illustrated graphically in Fig. 6. As a
rough rule-of-thumb, for base ⇤CDM, or extensions to ⇤CDM
with spatially flat geometry, using the full Planck TT,T E, EE
likelihood produces improvements in cosmological parameters
of about the same size as adding BAO to the Planck TT+lowP
likelihood.

3.4. Constraints on the reionization optical depth parameter ⌧

The reionization optical depth parameter ⌧ provides an important
constraint on models of early galaxy evolution and star forma-
tion. The evolution of the inter-galactic Ly↵ opacity measured in
the spectra of quasars can be used to set limits on the epoch of
reionization (Gunn & Peterson 1965). The most recent measure-
ments suggest that the reionization of the inter-galactic medium
was largely complete by a redshift z ⇡ 6 (Fan et al. 2006). The
steep decline in the space density of Ly↵-emitting galaxies over
the redshift range 6 <⇠ z <⇠ 8 also implies a low redshift of reion-
ization (Choudhury et al. 2015). As a reference, for the Planck
parameters listed in Table 3, instantaneous reionization at red-
shift z = 7 results in an optical depth of ⌧ = 0.048.

The optical depth ⌧ can also be constrained from observa-
tions of the CMB. The WMAP9 results of Bennett et al. (2013)
give ⌧ = 0.089 ± 0.014, corresponding to an instantaneous red-
shift of reionization zre = 10.6 ± 1.1. The WMAP constraint
comes mainly from the EE spectrum in the multipole range
` = 2–6. It has been argued (e.g., Robertson et al. 2013, and ref-
erences therein) that the high optical depth reported by WMAP
cannot be produced by galaxies seen in deep redshift surveys,
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